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Pitambar has shown immense improvement this
year. He has started working hard, is disciplined and
tries not to waste time.

There is scope for improvement and he can do
better and manage his time better.

Pitambar is doing decently well in all subjects.

He has decided to take up Science at class 12th
level and wants to move out of Kechla in 2019.

Pitambar has high ambitions and desire to do
well. He has no inhibitions in voicing them.
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Pitambar has put sports on the
back burner. This does not mean that he
does not go for sports. He does go as he
needs exercise and a break. But his focus is
on his studies.

Pitambar has been off music and
other co-curricular activities this year.

Sports



Math
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Pitambar is preparing for 10th NIOS board
exam to appear in of October 2018.He has covered
his 10th syllabus and is revising now. But he is
working hard and doing well when he is explained
any concept, but forget after some days. Sometimes
he makes mistakes in calculations. He takes a long
time to solve a problem. His understanding in
commercial mathematics is not concrete. He needs
to work on that. In geometry he needs to remember
all the theories and formulas. He faces difficulties in
proving the deductions. He needs to be aware about
it and work hard to do his best in the examination.
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Meeta didi had come to Kechlato teach
us physics and chemistry of 9th class. She gave us
easy notes of 9th class, which helped me to
prepare for my test. Sometimes I got good marks
and sometimes the marks were okay. We
completed 9th book of NCERT syllabus of science
and started 10thclass of NIOS. Prakash bhaiya,
Meeta didi and Veerinder didi helped us to
complete the syllabus of book 1 and 2 of science.
Now I am preparing for NIOS board exam to
appear in October 2018.I have to focus more on
Light energy and Acid, Base and salt chapters. I
need to go through the books again and again and
do well in my examination.

Science (Self Report)
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